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Globally, nearly all criminal investigations revolve around one key element–forensic evidence.[1] Technology also aids forensic
investigations which help experts reach a verdict directed at the real perpetrator—the defendant or someone else. Forensic investigations
are highlighted by the media as something supernatural; forensic investigators get to find out what happened at the crime scene before
anyone else.[2] As a result, general society tends to assume expert testimony to be 100% accurate.[3] However, general society may not be
aware of the fact that under Federal Rule of Evidence 702, a person may qualify to be an expert witness if he has at least some specialized
knowledge that “will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence.”[4] Given the broad scope of the expert’s directive under this rule,
anyone with a basic degree in a science-related field can become an expert witness. Therefore, we run the risk of having forensic
testimony based on wrong science, but which nonetheless takes over the jury’s verdict.
The reliability of forensic expert testimony has been called into question by the increasing rate of exonerations. [5]Attorneys
Peter Neufeld and Barry Scheck founded the Innocence Project, which aids the wrongfully convicted in proving their innocence.[6] The
National Registry of Exonerations records includes “information about all known exonerations in the United States”[7] and to date has
recorded 2,869 exoneration cases.[8] 24 percent of exonerations had false or misleading forensic evidence that contributed to the wrongful
convictions.[9]
Some of these wrongful convictions were achieved with incompetent forensic expert testimony from Dr. Steven Hayne. Hayne’s
work has been praised by prosecutors. While a private practice doctor, he participated in nearly 1,800 autopsies per year,[10] despite the
national standard being at most 250.[11] In the case of Levon Brooks, Hayne ruled the defendant was guilty based on his botched bitemark
analysis.[12] Hayne’s incompetent reports also led to convictions of Kennedy Brewer,[13] Eddie Lee Howard Jr.,[14] and Tyler Edmonds.
[15] The broadness of the Federal Rule of Evidence 702 is a loophole for the want-to-be forensic experts whose expertise is only loosely
relevant to the forensic evidence; the result is an increase in the rate of wrongful convictions.
In Canada, wrongful convictions since 1993 are reviewed by the Innocence Canada. [16] To date, they have exonerated 24
wrongfully convicted persons.[17] Some of them were a result of the incompetency of testifying forensic experts.[18] In Canada, an
individual can become a forensic expert witness by completing a five-day course on the expert witness responsibilities with a 38-day
completion of a theoretical component.[19] A handful of cases were contributed to by a pediatric pathologist, Charles Smith, who was
well-known in the nation.[20] Smith’s expert testimony has sent many to prison, including the following exonerees: O’Neil Blackett,[21]
Richard Brand,[22] and Tammy Marquardt.[23] It has since been uncovered that Smith had a personal vengeance towards people accused
of hurting children, and made sure that they would get convicted, ignoring the legal principle: innocent until proven guilty.[24] As a result
of Smith’s eminence for being an effective legal expert, no one assessed his work for accuracy nor for ethical considerations until the
wrongful conviction cases emerged.
It is rather odd that in Canada and the United States, the forensic experts who contributed to wrongful convictions were both
highly educated, and their eminence was assessed by reached convictions. However, the broadness of expert witness qualifications only
discourages experts to be proficient and learn about innovations enabling them to achieve accurate results. Besides the fact that these
experts’ popularity blinded many, the countries’ lack of more stringent expert witness qualification standard is a current loophole that only
increases the number of unqualified experts who the jury mistakenly takes for professionals with expertise worthy of their trust. Based on
the above cases, one common feature that the incompetent experts shared was the eminence for reaching convictions. Even if the defense
attempted to rebut the expert’s testimony, it simply could not hold against the weight of the eminence of the testifying expert.
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